Mechanically robust superamphiphobic aluminum surface with nanopore-embedded microtexture.
A simple fabrication technique was developed for preparing a mechanically robust superamphiphobic surface on an aluminum (Al) plate. Dual geometric architectures with micro- and nanoscale structures were formed on the surface of the Al plate by a combination of simple chemical etching and anodization. This proposed methodology involves (1) fabrication of irregular microscale plateaus on the surface of the Al plate, (2) formation of nanopores, and (3) fluorination. Wettability measurements indicated that the fabricated Al surface became super-repellent toward a broad range of liquids with surface tension in the range 27.5-72 mN/m. By varying the anodization time, we measured and compared the effects of morphological change on the wettability. The adhesion property and mechanical durability of the fabricated superamphiphobic Al surface were evaluated by the Scotch tape and hardness tests, respectively. The results showed that the fabricated Al surface retained mechanical robustness because the down-directed surface made by nanopores on the microtextured surface was durable enough even after high force was applied. Almost no damage of the film was observed, and the surface still exhibited superamphiphobicity after the tests. The fabricated superamphiphobic surface also remained stable after long-term storage. The simple and time-saving fabrication technique can be extended to any large-area three-dimensional surface, making it potentially suitable for large-scale industrial fabrications of mechanically robust superamphiphobic surfaces.